How to Read a Title

- Press the power button at the bottom edge.
- Touch “my library” in the upper left hand corner.
- These are the books available to read.
- You can sort these by touching the word “Title”, “Author”, or “Recent” in the upper right hand corner.
- Touch the title you would like to read.
- A box will come up with info about the book. To close the box, touch the “X” in the right hand corner.
- The book will default to the first page. If it doesn’t touch the top of the screen→”Go To”→ “Beginning”

Basic Controls

- **Scrolling:** To scroll down– drag your finger from bottom to top. To scroll up– drag your finger from top to bottom.

- **To turn the page:** While reading touch the center of the screen. To go to the previous page, touch the left hand side of the screen.

- **To view the menu:** While reading, touch the top of the screen.

- **To turn off the Kindle:** Hold power button for 5 seconds, let go, and touch “Screen Off”